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Mexico's "Belzebuth," Brazil's "Body Electric," Colombia's
"Len and the Whales' Song" and Ecuador's "Chakay,
the Master of the Two Worlds" won top or multiple

industry awards at Ventana Sur on Friday night. Not only the
prize winners had something to celebrate. The awards, mostly
in industry services, went to three Ventana Sur sections, two
of which - the genre-focused Blood Window and Animation! -
are growth industries in Latin America passionately favored by
many young talents in the region's newest generation of film-
makers. 

Also, Animation!, an inaugural development and pitching
training forum, looks to have been a roaring  success. Part of
this must be put down to the quality of top animation coming
out of Latin America: It is no coincidence that a Chilean work,
"Bear Story," won the Oscar for animated short this year.
Animation! was launched in collaboration with France' Annecy
Festival, with winners given flight to and accommodation at

Annecy, or at least accreditation for special mentions, which in
the world's toon industry is the equivalent of winning passage
to Lourdes. 

As the Animation prizes were announced in an Annecy-
style good humor and ebullience, the only thing lacking at
Ventana Sur to simulate the prestigious French fest were
paper darts launched towards the stage, in hallowed Annecy
tradition. Animation!'s kudos highlight potential standout
movies and TV series coming out of the region. Top trophies
went to, as best TV series, "Chakay, the Master of the Two
Worlds," from Ecuador's Alicia Studio, directed by Daniel
Esteban Jacome.

Turning on a geek 12-year-old whose routine life changes
when his cell-phone receives an Incan life- force allowing him
to travel through alternative dimensions, the toon series was
praised by the Animation! jury for "its original concept, strong
lead character and the capacity of the team to improve their

pitching." "For its capacity to emotionally move the jury, its
promise of an epic and special journey, and the theme which
is both traditional and cultural but also leaps to the universal,"
Joan Manuel Millan and Manuel Victoria's 2D "Len and the
Whales' Song" won best feature. It turns, as around half the
projects at Animation, on an indigenous protagonist in tune
with nature battling invasion of her ancestral lands.

Curated by San Sebastian Fest director Jose Luis
Rebordinos, Blood Window Work In Progress winners played
broadly according to form, three titles taking the major
awards: Emilio Portes' demonic shock fest "Belzebuth, shot in
the U.S. and Mexico and English and Spanish; "Clementine,"
from Argentine producer-turned-director Jimena Monteoliva,
which casts a story of domestic abuse as a horror narrative;
and "Black Circle," the first Swedish-language movie of Adrian
Garcia Bogliano, a founding father of modern Latin American
genre. Nicolas Puenzo's "The Unseen" and Natalia Beristain's

"The Goodbyes" provoked much of the buzz in the build-up to
Primer Corte. Both took a couple of prizes on Friday night. It
was, however, a Brazilian movie, "Body Electric" from Marcelo
Caetano, which stopped most plaudits, three in total. 

Move is a story of obsession, turning on Elias, a designer
running a Sao Paolo fashion factory who falls in love with
Filipe, an African immigrant working on the production line.
Caetano is hardly off the radar. His half-hour "Verona' played
te Rotterdam Fest in 2014; he has attended the Berlinale
Talent Campus. That said, "Body Electric's" Primer Corte wins
exemplify Brazil's capacity to generate relatively-unknown tal-
ent for the rest of the world which goes on to festival or mar-
ket glory, making movies which explore social issues at the
forefront of public debate in the country. — Reuters

The political thriller genre gets a very timely infusion of
life with Thomas Kruithof's debut "Scribe," a lean, edgy
drama about an outwardly bland middle-aged factotum

hired to transcribe taped conversations that may or may not
have been recorded by the French secret service. Set during
an election clearly intended to elicit parallels with current
right-wing campaigns from Marine Le Pen to Donald Trump,
the film, at one time given the unwieldy English title "The
Eavesdropper," boasts an ace cast and the kind of skillfully
crafted script that keeps audiences tensely guessing the out-
come until the delicious "did that just happen?" denouement. 

The movie is likely to do strong home business on its
January opening, and should be enjoyed by Francophile art
houses worldwide. When we first meet bookkeeper Duval
(Francois Cluzet), he's on the verge of a nervous breakdown,
precipitated by a nasty boss and a weakness for alcohol. Two
years later he's a teetotalling AA member, unemployed and
needing a job, not just for the money but to give his life a
sense of structure. 

After a few unsuccessful interviews, he gets a call from Mr
Clement (Denis Podalydes), proposing they meet the next
day; in a spare office, Duval is offered a job transcribing
phone-tapped conversations which, according to the coldly
intimidating Clement, are vital to the nation's interests. The
whole set-up is peculiar: an empty apartment has been rent-
ed, where Duval is to go every workday strictly between 9 and
6. Each morning numbered tapes will be waiting for him,
which he's to transcribe on a typewriter, not a computer, so
there's no risk of hacking. 

Duval protests he's not the right person for the job, but
Clement counters he's ideal, and so he seems: older, not espe-
cially adapted to computer systems, apolitical, lives alone, and
has no friends outside of AA. Besides, he needs the work, so
he allows himself to think that perhaps Clement is part of
French national security. Duval develops a routine mindlessly
typing out the phone conversations until he hears what
seems to be the murder of a Libyan businessman acting as go-
between with the government to release some French
hostages. 

Shaken, he wants to throw in the towel, but suddenly
Clement's lackey Gerfaut (Simon Abkarian) shows up, reckless-
ly running his mouth and literally strong-arming Duval into
breaking into the offices of the Libyan's lawyers to steal note-

books meant to contain important information. The operation
is a failure, Gerfaut kills the janitor, and the next day the trau-
matized Duval is interrogated by Major Labarthe (Sami
Bouajila) from the Secret Service. In the manner of the best
political thrillers, Duval is sucked into a nightmare of uncer-
tain loyalties, forced to play sides against each other in a game
he doesn't understand. 

The mild-mannered bookkeeper with a fragile core must
develop a steely quick-wittedness, especially after his AA bud-
dy Sara (Alba Rohrwacher) is threatened. As a character, Sara is
almost superfluous, patently designed to provide Duval with a
slightly more developed emotional trajectory, and
Rohrwacher, giving life to the weakest plot point, has little to
do of any consequence. Otherwise, the cat-and-mouse game
becomes increasingly gripping as viewers put the pieces of
the puzzle together one step ahead of Duval himself until the
corker of an ending. In the backdrop - but not so far back - is
an election campaign in which conservative candidate
Philippe Chalamont touts his slogan "France is back." 

Surely it's no coincidence that the phrase has a similar
ring to "Make America Great Again" (though such nativist
mantras are the stock-in-trade of all right-wingers). Nor is it
likely to be mere chance that the hostage situation referred
to, on the eve of an election, recalls the 1979 hostage crisis
when Ronald Reagan was campaigning against Jimmy
Carter. One of the strengths of "Scribe" is how it plays on the
notion that conspiracy theories don't always have to be far-
fetched, bringing a frightening plausibility to the film's
deadly game of manipulation.

Duval's age is a nice detail, making the chain of events
far more believable than if he were some young office
worker with a drinking problem: Cluzet's lived-in mien
allows the character credibility as well as depth, wordlessly
adding layers not spelled out in the tight screenplay, co-
written by the director and Yann Gozlan (who delivered
another enjoyable thriller last year, with "A Perfect Man").
In his first feature, Kruithof boldly exhibits a fine sense of
control and a mature understanding of how to build
scenes. Visuals are uniformly crisp, suitably cold when
required, and matched by ace editing. — Reuters

Easily the best segment in the 2012 franchise-starting,
found-footage omnibus "V/H/S" was its first, "Amateur
Night," in which a trio of frat-type dudes out to shoot

some consensual-or-not porn with unwitting "real" girls find
that one bar pickup isn't a girl-or even human-at all. It was
short, sweet, and shocking. None of those qualities quite
carry over to "Siren," a belated feature expansion of the earli-
er film, with Hannah Fierman the only major returning tal-
ent, as the titular creature. 

Encompassing more conventional genre material than its
predecessor (and jettisoning the found-footage angle, per-
haps thankfully), this is nonetheless an energetic and enter-
taining exercise that could spawn its own spin-offs. Chiller
Films opened "Siren" on a handful of US screens Dec 2, with
DVD and streaming release following four days later. After a
prelude, in which a sheriff and the cowboy-hatted Mr. Nyx
(Justin Welborn) discover the bloody aftermath of an appar-
ent occult ritual, we enter standard horror terrain with the
introduction of young protagonists whose numbers will
surely dwindle in short order. 

It's the bachelor party for generic nice guy Jonah (Chase
Williamson), who's about to marry Eva (Lindsey Garrett). He
assures her he won't be getting up to much trouble; neither
he nor best men Elliott (Randy McDowell) and Rand (Hayes
Mercure) are much inclined toward hedonistic excess.
Unfortunately, they're at the mercy of Jonah's brother Mac
(Michael Aaron Milligan), who promptly ditches their cell-
phones (so no girlfriends or spouses can be contacted mid-
revel), breaks out the drugs, and hustles the otherwise
reluctant group to the nearest strip club. Truly wild nightlife
proves hard to find, however, at least until an insinuating
stranger claims he can lead them to the "real underground"
local party scene. This involves a disquietingly long drive to
the middle of nowhere. But at road's end, the stag quartet
find themselves faced with an incongruous mansion-full of
upscale club/bordello kinkiness under the proprietorship of
the aforementioned Mr.  Nyx. Suspicious exotic libations are
drunk, smirking staffers (looking like a cross between
Burning Man attendees and Russian mafia) are goaded, and,
as a special treat, Jonah is hustled off to a side chamber for a
promised "experience" that will be memorable, but not-in
deference to Eva-involve actual physical contact.

The experience turns out to be sexual, however, despite
Jonah and the mysterious Lily (Fierman) being different
rooms, with a window in-between. All it takes for the immi-
nent newlywed to experience an earth-shaking orgasm is
for her to press up to the glass. Upon leaving, he takes note
of her locked cell and assumes she is being held against her
will. He's right about that, but very wrong in freeing her,
which has immediate unfortunate consequences for every-
one-not least for Jonah, to whom this shape-shifting "Lilith"
now has an emotional attachment, and woe betide anyone
who gets in her way.  

The bachelor party members flee, pursued not only by
that amorous, now-not-so-pretty critter but also by her
enraged keeper Nyx and his goons. Director Gregg Bishop,
who made two prior indie genre features before contribut-
ing to 2014 franchise entry "V/H/S Viral,"  replaces original
segment helmer/co-writer David Bruckner ("Southbound").
Here, Bishop, along with scenarists Luke Piotrowski and Ben
Collins, hits some pretty familiar notes.  The yuppie-terroriz-
ing badass villains and their only-in-the-movies decadent
pleasure-palace are redolent of "Hostel," "From Dusk Till
Dawn" and so forth. 

The semi-tongue-in-cheek tone makes for a flying-stalk-
er-creature movie that's less scary than "Jeepers Creepers,"
and "Lily's" backgrounding mythology is not very fully
explained. (Her "siren song" could be a lot more distinctive,
too.) Stlll, "Siren" is lively if occasionally rough around the
edges, packing a satisfying amount of action and a couple
of amusingly nasty surprises into its short running time.
Performers are game, and digital FX are wisely kept rationed
until the last reel. While the concept's potential isn't fully
tapped, there's enough fun to be had here that one hopes
any future installments will sustain and increase the air of
macabre unpredictability rather than succumbing to the
succubus-slasher model of the "Species" films, which have a
somewhat similar gist. — Reuters

Following last year's emotionally-charged edi-
tion which took place shortly after the Paris
attacks, Marrakech Film Festival opened on a

more serene note on Friday, with an introduction by
Hungarian Master Bela Tarr who serves as the 16th
edition jury president. Tarr, a radical filmmaker best
known for "The Man From London" and "The Turin
Horse," made a heart-warming, politics-free speech
celebrating the humanistic virtues of cinema.  

"We all are here because we all believe of the
power of the motion picture, we all believe in
human beings, in human dignity and dignity of all
kinds of life and I hope we'll see beautiful movies.
Cross your fingers for the future," said Tarr, stirring
strong applauses. The ceremony was followed by
the Moroccan premiere of Kim Jee-woon's "The Age
Of Shadows" and a lavish party hosted by the Prince
Moulay Rachid. 

Tarr is presiding over a multinational jury com-
posed Italian actress Jasmine Trinca, Moroccan
actress Fatima Harrandi, Indian-French actress Kalki
Koechlin, French director Bruno Dumont, Canadian
actress Suzanne Clement, American actor Jason
Clarke, Swedish director Billie August and Argentine
director Lisandro Alonso. Hailed as one of Arab

world's most significant cultural event, Marrakech
gathered several stars, including Japanese director
Tsukamoto Shinya, French actress Elsa Zilberstein,
Egyptian star Yousra, Jee-Woon, Moroccan TV host
and actress Leila Hadioui, Omar Lotfi.  

Marrakech is also expected to welcome "Elle"
director Paul Verhoeven, French star Isabelle Adjani,
Japanese director Shinya Tsukamoto and Moroccan
actor Abderrahim Tounsi, who will receive career
tributes. Other guests of honor set to attend are
American helmer Paul Haggis and Russian director
Pavel Lounguine who will give masterclasses, along
with Verhoeven. Lounguine is among the many
Russian filmmakers and industry figures who will be
feted at Marrakech as part of this year's focus on
Russian cinema.  

Iranian master Abbas Kiarostami, who passed
this year, will also be remembered at the festival.
Although this is year's fest is low on Hollywood star
presence, the festival managed to draw a US  dele-
gation of industry players, including Gary French,
senior VP of production at Touchstone Television
Productions, and Gary Goodman, executive VP of
productions at Lionsgate. The presence of US execs
at the festival is part of the Moroccan government's

push to continue attracting foreign productions in
Morocco in spite of the geo-political context.  

Last year's festival, which took place less than a
months after the attacks, welcomed Francis Ford
Coppola and Bill Murray, along with a flurry of
high-profile film figures. In recent years, the fest
drew Martin Scorsese, James Gray, Mads
Mikkelsen, Sharon Stone and Marion Cotillard,
among others.   Chaired by Morocco's King
Mohamed VI and the Prince Moulay Rachid the
festival will present two Moroccan films: "Majid"
and "My Uncle," both of which are directed by up-
and-coming director Nassim Abassi. Five feature
debuts will play in competition: "The Donor," "The
Fits," "Knife in the Clear Water," "Heartstone" and
"Parting," which will represent Afghanistan in the
foreign-language Oscar race.— Reuters
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